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~NTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE SOCIOLOGY OF LITERATURE: AN EXAMPLE 
FROM THE STUDY OF EPIC 

"Can, there l::e a sociology of literature?" is a fashionable 
question in some circles just now, and there is cur~ently a 
rapid expansion of interest in the possibilities of the subject. 
In this paper I want to take up this question and suggest, first, 
that it ~s unnecessary, but, seu0nd, that it is also important 
and directly concerns anthropolcgists. l 

First, -I suggest that it is unnecessary to go on agonising 
about whether there can be a "sociology of literature" when there 
quite patently is a sociology of literature - in fact several. 
To some anthropologists this may sound surprising, or at least 
irrelevant: "the sociology of literature" is usually associated 
with what sociologists (and perhaps "literature students") and 
not what anthropologists do. In fact analyses and assumptions 
about the social nature and social significance of literature 
have been widely made both directly by anthropologists and by 
others who have either built on the work of anthropologists or 
examined the kind of material which anthropologists usually 
accept as peculiarly their own. The sociology of literature 
is thus already part of anthropological study, even if this 
often goes unrecognised. 

I want to illustrate this contention by reference to work 
on one particular genre of literature: epic. Taking a 
specific example of this kind seems to me a more illuminating 
way of making general points about the relevance of the socio
logy of literature for anthropologists (and vice versa) than 
remaining on an a priori plane of argument throughout. However, 
as suits the theoretical and critical nature of this journal, 
the aim will be to raise questions for further discussion rather 
than to present _empirical findings. 

An exact definition of "epic" could be subject of a paper 
in itself, but briefly it refers to lengthy narrative verse which 
is usually sung and also often characterised by an elevated 
heroic tone. It is also sometimes known as "heroic poetry" 
(Chadwick 1912, Bowra 1952). A common, though perhaps ultimately 
untenable, distinc tion is normally made between '!secondary" or 
written epics like the Aen~id, and "primary" epics, like the 
Iliad, in which oral tradition is believed to play a large part. 
It is the latter which I d~scuss here, and I shall concentrate 
on just four examples: the Iliad, the Odyssey, Beowulf and 
(marginally "primary") the Nibelungenlied. Briefly,and begging 
all sorts of questions, the two ancient Greek epics (the Iliad 
about the siege o'f Troy, the Odyssey about the wanderings of 
Odysseus) were probably first written in the sixth century B.C. , 
though prObably "cc;:>mposed!i in some sense earlier; BeowuJ,.f, a 
much shorter poem in Anglo.l.Saxon alliterative verse about Beo
wulf's encounters with various monsters, was written down some
time in the eighth century-A. D.; and the Middle High German 
Nibelungenlied, about the murder of Siegfried and the -revenge 
taken by his widow Kriemhilt, dates from late twelfth or early 
thirteenth centur.y Austria. There are of course many other 
recorded epics which would ,have to be considered in a full 
account (see Lord 1962, Bowra-1952) but for the purposes of this 
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paper I have taken these four as· a s~a~ting p.oint. for E.8:ising 
certain· moregeriEi·raiquesfi"6ns~2··· . 

There are·a number of reasons for choosing epic for treat-
ment, rather than the more conventional areas of anthropological 
research like "tradi t.ional" African literature. It is a topic 
which, fqr one.· thing; has a longer history of scholarly study than, 
say,Polynesianor African literature , with correspondingly a richer 
potential for exploit~tion by anthropologists, ~hile at the same 
time the various phases in this scholaFly study have close links 
with intellectual phases in the development of anthropology.· Again, 
epic is usually accepted as literature which in some sense comes in 
the fascinating borderland between the conventionally accepted 
"primitive!! area of most traditional anthropologists and the 
"civilised" period of most sociologists - for primary epics, though 
eventually written, ar~ usually assumed to possess an oral element 
of some kind and to have been disseminated by oral means to a 
largely non-literate audience; epic. belongs, therefore, in an area 
into which anthropologists are now increasingly entering. Epic, 
furthermore, has not seemed a standard subject in recent anthro
pology, so that its treatment here may stimulate further research 
by anthropologists. "Epic" is a concept that has something of the 
same aura about it as "myth" - and it is surprising that it has so 
far attracted so much less attention from anthropolo~ists. 

The study of epic has lar~ely been carried out by philo
logists, historians, classical or mediaeval specialists, literary 
critics and even archaeolo~ists - scarcely ever by anthropologists. 
Yet anthropologists ·will find much that interests them direc tly 
in the implicit sociology(ies) of literature that emerge wheri one 
considers such studies - at least if we take "sociolOgy of litera-

.ture tl in the wide sense covering the social context and signifi
cance of literature and its relation to society. 

A number of different aspects of epic could .be treated, but 
I have chosen to concentrate here mainly on ~~de of comEosi
tion. The treatment of this aspect is basic in most analyses, 
andtends to invo;Lve fundamental. assumptions about the nature of 
society and of social relations, ,':cnd abOut their connection with 
the ·nature and basis of epic. 

One of. the mo~t influential approaches 3 to studying the mode 
of composition in epic is what has been dubbed the "historical
genetical' approach. Scholarly r.8se.9rch of this type is directed 
to finding the genesis of each of the v·arious bits of which it is 
assumed a perticular epic is made up. The primary interest is 
in disc o v er.ing 9rigins. 

Such apreoccupationi~mediately reminds us of nineteenth 
century evolutionary anthropology. Them; is, indeed a certain 
overlap 2-nd many reinforcing iinks between the two approaches. 
But one must not be so dominated by the official history of an
throp~!ogy , with its origins so often decL'red to beBri tish 
evolutionism and the reaction against it, that one identifies 
other strands too readily with this. In fact the profound in
fluence of German philology antedated British evolutionism by 
many years, nnd has had·a crucial·iinpactin many areas of intel
lectual fiistory. In the field Of apic, perhaps the single most 
important work was F.A. Wolf's Prolegomena ad Homerum in 1795, 
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where he put forward his famous view of the composite orlgln of 
the Homeric poems. The Iliad and Odyssey, he contended, were 
composed of El number of short lays, origin.;l.lly separate, which 
were handed down by oral tradition and later collected together 
to make, up ,the epics as we know them. This "lays theory" 
(Liedertheorie) was then taken over for analysing the composi
tion of other ,epics. Lachmann, for instance, ap.plied it both 
to Homer ,and also, in his influential analyses of 1816 and later, 
to the Nibelungenlied, thus providing the starting point for 
much later work and, for the Nibelungenlied itself, exerting a 
dominant influence till very recently indeed (see Fleet 1953; 
Bekker 1971). Scholars of Beowulf too; if not quite so ex
clusively preoccupied with origins, were also concerned to 
identify the stories and possib,le, lays from which Beowulf would 
prove, to have been composed. 

Another line was the "kernel" theory: one particular lay 
formed the original heart of the poem (the "1rvrath of Achilles" 
lay for the Iliad, for example), and "accretions" were then built 
onto t!lis by later poets. Despite differences of detail, this 
view of the pqems as "a kind of coral-accumulation" (SchUcking 
in Nicholson 1963:35) shares the S3-me general historical-gene
tico approach as the original Liedertheorie of Wolf, Lachmann 
and their followers. -------

The consequence of such theories for detailed research was 
that attention was naturally directed to trying to separate out 
and trace the discrste origins of the various constitutent songs, 
which were assumed to be still identifiable, to locating later 
interpolations inserted for unifying and other reasons, and to 
explaining apnarent (or imagined) discrepancies by reducing them 
to their separate origins., 

This line received further support in its application to epic 
from the influence of German Romanticism. 1rIfilhelm Grimm, for 
instance, W3-S both a fervent Romantic and a keen adherent of 
1rJolf's theory. His analysis of German epic has been summed up 
as including "all the usual symptoms {of Romanticis~7 - belief 
in the indefinite ~nd remote origins of the material, in a 
gradual development into the present poetic forms, and, finally, 
no acknowledgement of any individual authorship" (Thorp 1940: 
17). Similar views were expressed in Schlegel's conclusion that 
epic "must be the work of whol e :senera tions, not of one man" 
(rdem:16). " 

All this scholarly disputation among German philologists may 
se'em to have little to do with anthropologists. But in fact an 
implicit sociology of literature is involved in this whole 
approach. Note, for instante, the view of (non-literate) society 
held by such analysts: as radically different from their own 
in that individual authorship was out of the question, that the 
stage of society at which "epic" arose was basically communal, and 
that such epics could not be understood in their own terms, for 
the mentality involved in them was too far removed from our 
own: they could only be explained,' in terms of their origins. 
Furthermore this sort of semi~unconscious growth could only be 
organised ,3nd finally put together with the advent of the in
dividualised and self-conscious stage of literacy. Thus in 
this view Beowulf could be seen as a string of pagan lays 



edited into its present form by a Christian monk, the Homeric poems 
as systematised in the age of Greek literacy, and the lit~rate 
poet taking various existing lays arid "out of them fashioning the 
Nibelungel'j.lied" (Hatto 1969:356, 395). In this view ot relatively 
un-individual pro~esses at a certain stage of society, acco~panied 
by the blind anduncreative handing on of "oral ·tradition",it 
is easy to see implioit a model of the development..of hUman society 
that is still with us: a movement from non-literate communal 
"tribal" society (Gem~in~cha.ft, mechanical solidarity etc) to 
modernised', individualised andrational society (Gesellschaft, 
organic solidarity etc.). "Literature" and its social signifi;.. 
cance can be seen as closely bound in with this developmental 
pattern, for until we approach the modern e~~ it can only be ~x
plained (away) not assessed in similar termsw our own modern 
literature. This general view -an implicit sociology of litera
ture - has also had a pervasive influence on analyses of literature 
a~ong contemporary non-literate peoples. 

It is easy to question this kind of approach, both in its 
application to the study of epics and in the kind of model impli
cit in it. Many anthr.opologists would probably reject the kind 
of genetico-historical questions asked in the German philological 
tradition as being in practice unanswerable with any certainty 
and anyway in principle of lesser importance than the ·contemporar;r 
significance of each poem (though of course what "contemporary" . 
means in this context is a bit tricky). Indeed many of the same 
points which are commonly made against evolutionist theories can 
also be brought against this approach to epic. 

It is also easy to over-criticise this kind of approach to 
literature. German philology was often in fact b~th more precise 
and more modest than evolutionary anthropology: the aim was to 
answ~r ,specific questions about the historical development of par
ticular pieces of literature and not necessarily to speculate about 
the first origins or unilinear development of some ~nstitution in 
general. In illustration of this difference, one need only con
trast an evolutionist writer like Frazer with those influenced by 
the philological tra:dition, like MUller or Maine - both so unac~ount
ably neglected in most versions of the history of anthropology. 
Tnother words, some of the anti-historical gibes' o·f the early- func
tionalists may have much more justification against evolutionary 
anthroplogy than against the more reasoned and particularised 
approach of those influenced by German philology. Indeed, if one 
can disentangle some of the assumptions, it is possible to see that 
a number of the questions asked in the philological tradition are 
very pertinent ones. l~Jhat is the mode of production of these 
epics? Is this different fIla non-li terat~ from a literate society? 
Are some of the long'er p6emscomposed, in sonie sense at leest, by 
a poet building up on or making use of extant pieces? An. answer 
to such questions in terms of th~ lays or kernel theories may seem 
implausible in some respects and has often involved certain dubious 
assumptions - but it is not ~ priori absurd. 

Where anthropologists can contribute is in researching such 
questions and perhaps indicating a more sophisticated and varie
gated answer. Definitive research on the epics discussed here 
may prove difficult, but work on possibly parallel twentieth cen
tury forms is probably feasible. A certain amocintdf relevant 
material is already available: research on the composition of heroic 
oral poems in Yugoslavia or modern Greece, for instance, probably 
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tells more against the lays theory than fOr it (see Lord 1960 t 
Notopoulos 1964) whereas the sequence of events in the Congo, 
where a seri'es of what some term "epics" has apparently resulted 
from the compilation by collec tors' o.f various separable piec es, 
would perhaps lend it some credence. But far more detailed 
and specific analyses of these questions could be carried out 
by anth'ropologists and could clearly involve a major contri
bution t6 this aspect of the sociology of literature. 

Another strand in the historical approach to analysing epic 
and its composition should be mentioned here, for though in 
some ways overlapl')ing with the approach just disc ussed, it also 
involves somewhat different emphases. This is the attempt to 
identify certain motifs in the epics which can then be traced 
either to common beliefs among human beings or to particular 
historical/geographical sources. This approach differs from 
the previous one firE'.t because the units looked at tend to be 
relatively small ones, 2nd second in the use made of "anthro
polog'ical" evidence. "Fairy tales", "folk beliefs", and the 
kind of "nature myths" propagated through MUller IS wri tinf?;s 
were all pressed into service. panzer looked to the signifi
cance of fairy tales in his interpretation of Beowulf and the 
Nibeltmgenlied (the source of Beowulf, for instance., is sa:Ld 
to be a widely known folktale "The Bearson", of which panzer 
collected variants in over twenty European languages)j Wrenn 
(1958) regards "folklore" as one of the sources of Beowulfj 
and for Mftllenhoff Beowulf's career is really a nature myth 
culminating in the advent of winter (Sisam 1965:17). Simi
larly for Homer one has the analysis of "folk tale patterns" 
in Carpenter (1946, reprinted 1958) or Germain1s attempt 
(1954) to find prototypes for Odyssean folk tales in the myths 
and rituals of Egypt and the Middle East, as well as nineteenth
century mythological interpretations like the one which assimi
lates Helen of Troy to the moon (the root for both related to 
the Greek word for brightness and both were stolen away and 
disappeared) - Helen therefore originated ina moon myth .csee 
Carpenter 1958:23-4), 

Insofar as specific geographical origins are looked for to 
account for such elements, this kind of historical approach to 
epic has obviously much in common with the diffusionist phase 
in the history of anthropology. Like the ph:Llological approach, 
this t60 might be received with little sympathy by many anthro
pologists (in contrast to the '~olklorists") for the same sorts 
of reasons as those adduced against diffusionist explanation 
by earlier functio~alist criticrs. Again, a certain view of 
literature and of the relation between society and literature 
is often assumed in such apuroaches: that .what matters is to 
explain the origins' of such elements which have apparently been 
transmitted by relatively unchanging oral tradition, and that it 
is of lesser (or no) interest to ask about why poets have taken 
over some and not others, what use poets have made of them, or 
what meaning they bear for the contemporary poet and his public. 
The view of society th,t tends to be assumed - :,lnd one which 
its adherents might claim to be based on anthropological evidence 
- is of relatively passive and uncreative poets and audien~e, 
with the active agents, as it were, being the travelling and 
extraneous elements and motifs. Again this is a view that has 
had much influence on studies of other types of literature among 
non-industrial peoples. 



· Such a view of literature and society ~ertainly lays itself 
open to a critique by anthropologists. It might however be too 
strong to dismiss it in its ehtirety as irrelevant for anthropology. 
The tracing of motifs for its own sake may perhaps be a barren 
pursuit and involve assumptions some would reject, but the sort 
of material worked on by the Scandinavian and American historical
geographical school of folklorists. and the reference works they 
have produced (notably Thompson 1955-8) could well be built on by 
anthropologists concerned to ask different questions, or even per
haps to disprove the view of passive receptiveness by poet and 
audience. Aga.in, ,others may wish to take up the aspect at least 
shadowed out by some adherents .of this approach, i.e. that certain 
motifs need not necessarily ,be traced to particular geographical 
or historical origins, but be tiniveraal among buman beings (or 
among a wide sec tion of human beings). The evidence about certain 
mythical themes that supposedly occur again and again could be an 
example here. Those interested in the concepts of "deep struc
turel! as put forward by Chomsky 2,nd LE~vi-Strauss might well wish 
to dispute the historical parameters of most work on such themes 
and look instead towards something in the universal constitution 
of the human mind rather than to free-floating motifs which, as it 
were, forc~ themselves on literature from the 6utside. '''herever 
the truth lies here, it is clear that there are real possibilities 
for anthropological analysis and controversy. 

Having mentioned interpretations which, to some extent, tie 
in with evolutionist and diffusionist phases in anthropology, an 
obvious approach to turn to next would seem to be studies which 
link with functionalist emphases. But the fact is that, perhaps 
because of the historical nature of the·epics concerned, the im
possibility cif direct fieldwork, or the long-lasting philological 
influence, this emphasis has not apparently been much to the fore 
in studies of the epics discussed here. It seems scarcely worth 
trying to force the evidence on this just to drag in an opportunity 
to indulge in the current sport5 of chiding "the func tionalists VI! 
On the contrary, it seems to me that one of the gaps in the study 
of epic has been precisely the absence of such an approach and 
that, if questions had been asked in imaginative and non-dogmatic 
terms about the part of such epics in the wider society (or socie
ties?) in which they were composed and/or delivered, the study of 
epic would be much richer. 

One study must however be mentioned in this context: that of 
H.M.Chadwick on The Heroic Age (1912), supplemented by his joint 
work with N.K~ Ch~dwick (1932-40). This in one respect resembles 
some' of the emphases of functionallst anthropology:' the Chadwicks 
looked for the causes of the similarities between heroic poetry of 
various ages in the nature of the society itself, through their 
concept of the "heroic' age". 6t'The resemblanc,~s in the poems are 
due primarily- to resemblances in the ages tci which they relate and 
to which thev ultimately owe their origin", hence "the comparative 
study of 'Heroic Ages' and the problems which it presents are 
essentially problems of anthropology" (1912:viii). It is often 
ambiguous in the Chadwi.ck's work how far this heroic age was the 
actual period in society when heroic poems were composed, and 
delivered; the peribd to which the events in the Poem actually 
refer, or the poet's view of a previous "Golden Age" - but certainly 
one aspec~, one which has had an impact on later writings, is the 
first of these. In this view epic arises in a society in which an 
aristocratic ond military ethos flourishes, supported by court 
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minstrels' praising warrior princes. The parallel literary 
development thus "arises from similar social and political 
conditions" (Chadwicks 1932 vol. I:xiiij '31so" Idem, 1940 Vo.!. 
Ill, Part 'IV, ch.3 passim). To some extent, then, the com
positionJnd cont~nt of heroic poetry is to he explained by 
the way it reflects the ethos ,~nd constitution of the society 
in which it arises, and to whose mc.intenunce it c.ontributes· 
through the. poet's praise of established rulers. "Heroic 
princes", as the Chadwicks put it, "were p,'enerous pD-trons of 
minstrels, partly in order to p;et their own fGme celebrated" 
(op.cit. :749). . 

TheChadwicks would probably not h::.ve ac~epted an extreme 
functionalist sociology of literature, but certain constituent 
assumptions do seem to be implicit in their,approach. The 
kinds of questions and analyses they pursued, mor~over,are 
still of obvious interest. Is there a particular·type 'of 
society (we do not necessarily have to call it a "stage") in 
which epic particulElrly flourishes? If so, what are.the 
functional (or perhaps symbolic?) interrelationships involved? 
And are there other genres which can be functionally related 
to yet other types of society? Or is it over-simple to assume 
a predictable relationship between the society and the litera
ture it "produces,,?7 These are questions which, quite apart 
from the way Chadwick is already involved in the history of 
our subject (he was directly encouraged by Haddon and pub
lished his Heroic Age in the "Cambrid~e Archaelo'rical c.nd Eth
nological Series"), it would be Cl pity if anthropologists left 
it wholly to others to pursue. 

All the previous approaches discussed have involved in one 
way or another the historical investigation of the conditions 
or origins of the epics. There is however another approadh, 
now increasingly influential, which rejects such external ex
planations, and concentrates on an explication of the text as 
it is. This links with the general swing away from nineteenth
century intellectual and analytic approaches to literary works 
(in Biblical scholClrship, for instance) towards more '''aesthetic'' 
interpretations. In the case of epiC, terms like "structure", 
"unity" or "work of art" have become the acceptable ones, 
replacing "sources", "strata" or I'interpolo.tions",. and the con
cept of interpretation has replaced that of historical explana
tion. For the study of Beowulf the turning point can probably 
be dated more precisely than often. in Tolkien's famous ,~nd witty 
lecture in 1936 in which he insisted that Beowulf was not to be 
regarded as a conglomeration of Cl lot of separate bits, but as 
a single poem. In Homeric studies, unitarian assumptions about 
sinqle authorship came earlier, dating back, for instance, to 
Anqrew Lang's influential work, and have been common through
out this 6entury'. For the Nibelungenlied the re::rlion against 
the search for historical sources was much later: for instance, 
Mowatt's insistence in 1961 on a "structural appronch" and 
Bekker's recent assessment of the poein. as "a literary monument 
wor:t;hy to be read for its own sake" (197l:xi). 

The kind of assumptions about the mode of composition vary 
and are not always spelt out explicitly, but it i~'faiilycon
sistently implied in fhis approach thnt each poem is an "artistic 
unity" and in some ,sense anyway has a sino;le author. For the 
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aesthetic school the mode of composition seems generally taken to 
involve the same sort of conscious art and intention as in a modern 
li terary work, and"TI is aqsumed· that the meaning is in principle 
accessible to us (even if it needs uncovering). .Th~ sociology 
of li terature implicit here is thus very different: . authorship is 
seen as something involving individual creativity and artistry 
albeit within certain constraints) rather thaQ a passive recep
tivity to external historical processes, and the poem can .be 
regarded as in some sense relrlt:i,vely free from the determining 
conditions of the society in which it exists: it makes sense to 
speak of its analysis "in its own right". 

The "structure" that·is looked for and analysed in such 
studies is at various levels. The most common is probably that 
of the poem as a whole. Tolkien, for instance, stresses this in 
analysing Beowulf. To a casual reader (or to a philologist) it 
has often appeared that the poem has little unity of plot and falls 
into two or three main episodes with little narrative connection 
between them. But ne8d this be explained by separate historical 
origins? For Tolkien this would be to start from the wrong ques
tion. Beowulf .1.'3 ~ a narra.tive poem Dnd should not be expected 
to demonstrate a steady advance in plot. "The poem waB not meant 
to ~dvance, steadily or unsteadily. It is essentially a balarice, 
an opposition of ends and beginnings. In its simplest terms it 
is a contrasted description of two moments in a great life" (Tolkien 
1936:271). These oppositions within the poem i~volve contrasts of 
youth and age, of first achievement and final death, of beginning 
and end, rising and setting; and it is the balance and parallelism 
of these oppositions, not the chronological plot, that give the 
poem its unity. The metrical form parallels this for the Old 
English alliterative line presents an analogous balance and opposi
tion in its twofold inner division. The parallel oppositions 
within the poem as a whole are also, for Tolkien, shot through by 
the symbolism in which "the monsters" play a significant part and 
in which Beowulf - Dnd mankind - warn with the world and with evil. 
This general approach has found fs.vour with many scholars and there 
is now a large literature directed to showing how apparent anomalies 
in the poem - the "digressions" for instance - really contribute to 
the organic unity of the poem (eog_ Bonjour 1950, Brodeur 1960). 

A similar change of tone has been evident in recent analyses 
of the ~belungenlied. The apparent split between the two halves 
of the poem or the psychological inconsistencies of the characters 
are no longer explained by reference to differing historical sources 
but interpreted in relation to inner patterns and overall struc
tural unity. Mowatt, for instance, interprets the poem as 
structured by the basic opposition it presents between the patterned 
and regulated world of the court at Worms, where Gunther and Kriem
hilt belong, and its counterpart and opposite, the anti-social un
compromising.world_of_Siegfried and BrUnhilt who, in the end, 
"utterly destroy LthV cosy little Burgundian society" (Mowatt 
1961:269). The dynamic of the poem lies in the way these two 
different worlds - "society" against "nature" - and their repre
sentative characters "are brought together and reshuffled, after the 
manner of the molecules in Goethe's chemical analogy" (rdem:265). 
The Nibelungenlied thus represents "what happens when an individual, 
anti-social ideal of behaviour tries to adopt a set of conventions 
it does not understand, and a highly formalized society invokes 
forces which it cannot control" (Idem:269). 



Whether and how far anthropologists can take up this kind· 
of approach and. advance it further remains to be seen. Some 
may be 'sc'etiticalofthe position sometimes takert'up by the more 
extreme proponents of the aesthetic school 'in whi'cli every i 

apparerif~orit~adfctionorlap~e dan onlr:b~ int€fp~eted~ri te~ms 
6f: a p~rfec t arid' self-:suffIcient 'strudture of the-poem and of 
the' poet; s inner 'meaning. ,. But certainly there would seem to . 

'be hints· that a. further· deviHoj::>ment and/or assessment of some'· 
. of these analyses 'in the light of recent anthropological work 

and controversy (that on myth in particular) might well be 
. fruitful~ .. 

Perhaps of even more interest to anthrop610~i~ts,however, ' 
is the series of studies' analysing structureata lower :level 
that,af th-e so-called tioral-formuiaic" style of much epic poetry. 

'Such stlfdies share many of the assumptions of 'the more aesthetic 
6c11.o0'1 just discussed, but differ in certainsignificant'details 
ab9ut the mode of composition;' not all furthermore necessarily 
take 'a unitarian linea's regardB$.uthorship~,cT'here is a whole 
literature on this ora:l-formulaic'theory, much'of it fairly 
easily accessible,so rshall only allude briefly to its main 
lines, and not discuss· the: de. tailed interhalcontroversies wi th
in this school (on which see 1n,Tatts 1969). 

Themhin impetus for the developm~nt of this theory bame 
from Milman Parry - first his research 'OtlHomer,'theri, more 
signifl'cilntly, hi.s field research on Yugoslav poetry in the,. 
J930'.s., There he recorded and analysed heroic 'poems in the' 
actual processes of composition, cnd with the help of his 
pupil Lord (Lord 1960) showed how they w~re, built up froinvarious 
formulaic phrases - repeated metrical word groups which could 
appear in various combinations 'and transpositions and thus be 
used by the poet to structure his own poem in the act of per-
forming it." 'These formulaic' phras~s also sometimes formed 
part.ofyet larger formulaic syste,msand.,again,of even lo'nger 
~arrati ve ~h~mes.'. In . thi.s waybothoriginalcomposi tion and 
oral de,li very w~'re feasibl'e,' fort'he poet had. a>s'fock dfformu
l'ae whi,ch he 'co'lild e:X;l;>loit ,and transfo'rm' foI' his' 'own pde try 
without having to turn either to the written word or ,to rote 
memory a:s a crutch fo:t his ordl performance. ' 

. Parry and Lord argue that the p:r:'0cess is essentially the 
,s~me for the Homeri6 ~oems., Ther~ tOo the poetb~es and 
. Changes aroun<;l the famour3 "Homerie:· epi thetslI ..... t~rms like I;god ... 
like", II10ng:-suffer:Lng",'· "iord of' me-nil. These 'arid other· 
metrical phrases can, at wi'11;'be fittedinto'specificpoints 
in the· hexameter line, and, thus make "orald~livery and corn';' 
position by a single poet feasible through ~process o£ trans~' 
formations of traditio:t;l.al formulaid units. Overall this ·has 

'resulted in a· new and in:tl'uential strand in Homeric: scholarship 
(see }rotop'01~los 1964, Kitk 1965, Dodds 1968, lnTatts 1969). 

• •• \ ,. • ~ : I, 

; Parry's, anq Lord's work has also affected Beowulf scholar
ship_ . The inte':[-'est in this apptbach was initiated by Magoun' s 
elp.ssie;· art'iale '{l953} 'on th~' or~l-fo!rmulaic character of Ang'lo
Sax~npoetry ,and has cantinued:wi tha whole serie:sof p.apers·," 
~nalysing Be00ulf (and to some extent other Anglo-Saxon poetry) 
,in similar terrns ""'to Lord's 'work ,'0 ri' Yugosl~';'and Home ricp'oeims. 
Questions:':tre now being raised about hbwfar formulaic poetry 
must necessarily be "oral", but by and large the 'existence of, 



8 forml,llaic phrasea in B~~wu,lf ,has l:wen amplydem.onstrated.. " 

It is'surp:p,isingthattl1is' sv'ste!l1 of ~:substitu tio~s:andtrR;ns
formations, apguablycl'glfl"fcteristicof "oral" epics, hq.snot"appar
ently peen taken ·)up to ,anygren t e~tent by ~n thropolQgists~' There 
is n).uch ,he:retoint€l:r,ests~iud€lnts ". ot' "the ,;m~chaniams o£-performance/ 
compos1tion, and also the structuralist analysta., One cari look 
both, at the,r(Zlatively,~maii~scal~' transposableuni ts (the:torm~
lai~.pbrases) an~-th~wi4er themes like the stoqk epi~odes' d€lt~6ted 
by Lord in , ):ugoslav and, gomer-ic poe ~~y which, can besubl3ti t1,lted "and 
combined in the same sort of way as the formulaic' phrases. ) " ,M~ch 
here reminds us of the often-lauded (but perhaps seldom exploited?) 
str~cturalist,wor~o£,~ropp (1958). Indeed it cauldwell be 
argued (see Jacobs 197~) ,that fpr.a fuil.st~uct~ral an.ly~i$one 

,should ta~e thiaapproach furth,er st;ill'L;po~ resting co~tent' with 
the particulD.r atylis,tic features that, ;Propp happened to take for 
his,' analYl?:is" nor, with Dundes,' motifeme,s: or L~vi-Sh'aus,s,' oPP9si tions, 
but extend it 9-1601;0 many othe~ fea,turesof ,style and co~tent"7 
and this couJ,.d frui tfuliy , incl-ude the ,formulaj.p phrases and themes 
of epic,,; . Furtherposs~bilitiesop~,n th:Ejmselv,es'\lp"t60. ,One" 
AnglO-Saxon schol'ar,s':lggests that, one· sbou14 look, to the b,asic. ", 
syntac,tic01,patt~J;',J).s,Qr framesr/lther than, jllstthe su~:tace, formu
lae: "The syntactic frf\;me, ver:ymuch like Saussure 's, l~ng\l,e" ',,' 
underlies the verbal formula, the parole, and furnishes the ~co~\with 
a cer,tl;linarea, of freedom within the .pat~,erned realm. of h:Ls. dis
ciplin~'" (Cassidy, 1965:~?),. 'Anthropologists ma,y well wis,h ,to, 
exploit tpis·.conqepte.nd:thesi,milar,analysis of the, formulaic' 
system Cl-!3! "agene,r'ative ;gra)!1mar which is. capable of handlihg all 
aspects of •.• a complicated cul tv,ral:production. a~ a narr,ative" 
(Colby and Cqle,~ in press). " 

* * '* * "* *' * *.. * 

I',' In view .of the kind of ma>ter:i,a1 andques:t:Lqns: involved iri a 
stu,dy, ,of. the ,epics' discUs,sed ,here, it 'is hard to continue to'i'eave 
as an ope,n ·que,~fiprtwhe'th'e,rth,ere 'cari J)e asocio.logy of ,literature 
andwhethe~, ari thropoiogis'ts h14ve,:anything to say on i t~ ,,'The s'ocio .. 
logyofili t<;r,ature' .,. at "ieast ~as 'far a~c 0l1cernf,3 the study of epic -
turns out :not' to be a new or mysterious "subject but one in" which 
anthropologists are ,already implicatedandin.wh:i,.ch they h?-ve a 
part to play." . 

Bllt ~fqr al~ that, ""the question of ,ican)h~re b~ a sociology 
ofliter9-ture,?" is still, an important one, at least in its imniediate 
corollary of; ''What , should, such ,.~ sPC~ologYbeli~e ?,,' .. , lrtdeed' it 
is /lllthe: more preSsing jus,t bec~uB~ anthropologists a~e' tjl-lready 
involved in ,the impl~cit. SOciologies of literattire'underlying.ao 
many analyse,S of, ,epic., Tbe assumptions herecould" be unpack~d and 
further developed. or reje,cteq byaJ;lthropo'logists ~ , contr<;>ver'sy 
about thfil sociolqgyof ,literatu:recouldb'enef'i t' not only from: be
coming, mo,re self-conscious buta,ls,ofr()~ being' brought within the 
mainstream of academic anihropoioi~~ , 

Q.uesti6rii3·ab'~,ut tllen4tture of the ~ociOloiY' of '11. terature are 
a'lso ones that it is t:imely f,o'r<,anthrop()logist~to worry abbut. 
For.;,:they: relE!.tedirec:~lY, t.o qU,est;iqns and controver'sies currently 
,~nd,e,rdebate,co;nc~rn,ingthe nature,'of p,n~hr6pol,ogyitself {ttnd 
soc!ology, to.o for th.at ma.~ter) .• :, tn.certain,respects,' the"study of 
li:terature':L~a ,pprt'iculq.rly g,ood field ,';ll1 which such' bat t lea 'can 
be: fougpt .out. , ' 



Take for instance-·the question that must.be faced at some 
point in any discussion of the sociology ofli~erature: .. how far 
can it be "comparative"? With epic, for instance, it will have 
become'obvious that many scholars have .takenit.for granted that 
oneco.n in some sense proceed cqmparatively. But is this really. 
possible, and, if so, how? The poems discussed are very different, 
in length, metre, period, and probably; the degree of "oral-ness". 
Are apparent similarities, then, due only to parallel modes of . 
inte~pretin~, attributable to' fashions in intellectual history 
not the poems themselves? Must we retreat to a position of 
relativism-analogous, say, to the linguistic relativism of 
Whorf orSapir - where all we can do is analyse the particulari
ties of each pOem and question the status of a general term li~e 
"epic"? Other altt3rnatives nre certainly not self.;..evident. 
The "comparntive method" of evolutionary nnthropology, for instance, 
mayhave·seemed easy enough once,,:" but involved assumptions which 
most wouLld now question. Agnin, the comP9-rative. functionalist 
aims of Radcli ffe-Brown ,:md his followers or the generaL 'laws 
sought by positivist sociolol<;y may seem t.omany scarcely suitable 
for the comparative study of literature. Can one restate and 
refine the functionalist approach in more moderate and unpositi
vist terms and look for comparative po.tterns in, say, consumption 
and exchange processes in literature? Or is the only alternative 
to look for our comparisons in the "deep structures" currently 
under discussion? And, if~of do we look in the structures of 
the piece.s themselves or to universal cogni ti ve processes in the 
humo.n mind? Such questi'ons c.1rehardly reodilyanswerable - but 
they certainlytEtke us right to the heart· of much current con
troversy in anfhropology~ . 

.. Or again, there is the question of which of various possible 
approaches to choose in analysing literature. Some approac'hes 
have been di~9~~sed here, in the context of epic, but it is worth 
looking at furtherpossibie approacheE; too and treating the whole 
subject more conp'ciously. Here anthropoloJd~ts may 'find stimu
lation ~n tapping controversies among sdciol~gists about how to 
approach literature -' Marxist·· analyses, • the "cul ture-and";society" 
school (Wiiliams'196" Bradbury 197i),or Escarpit's mare his
torical and detached a~proach (1971)- just as both anthropologists 
and sociolo(tist!? couJ,.d exploit recent anthropological work on 
language (see Ardene:r 197.1a), on structural.analysis, and on 
rel~tions between cosmology, soci~lstructureand literature (e.g. 
Beidelman 1967, 1971). But while anthropologists' and sociolo
gists (if these rea:t.ly are different) can mutually benefit from 
considerin~ ea6hothers~ work, it may be that the anthropOlogists 
have the greater .pontribution to make. Insofar as sociologists 
tend to study their own' cultures , it is difficult to take the 
questioning stance, involving awareriess of on'8 lS own ignorance 
and relativity, which is necessary for'd valid sociology of any 
phenomenon. Ethnocentrism holds its greatest dangers for the 
student of his own culture. This is perhaps why many of the best 
sociol.ogical analyses of literature are histori,:::al - a different 
period at least sets one barrie~ to be consciously surmounted. 
Anthropologists. by contrast 'are aware from the outset of the pro
blem of translation. Thi~ sort of self~conscious'~earch is 
surely fundamental. In their insistence on this anthropologists 
can now gain support from, th~ phenomenologists and from American' 
symbolic interactionist sociologists like Goffman or Becker and 
their followers. For them too the "meaning" must be taken as 
"problematical" at the. outset: we cannotassu'me 'that we k.now it 



already~' even if, 'when it is uncovered, we are 'capable of trans
latingandr~do~nising it • 

. But; . granted th,9.t this is a necessary preliminary, is this 
process as far as we want to go? '., As Mary, Douglas pointed out in 
a p~c~ri~lettur~ (1~72)~ translation in itself, may' not be eno~~h. 
If so, in what further direction should' one go in analysing litera-
ture? vlhi'ch, if any, of the various accepted 'approaches will 
prove ':fruitful ?Or is there no one "right" linEr,· merely a series 
of possibili ties of whos~ exis'tence· (me must indeed be aware but 
among which one can choose according to one's own view of the nature 
of the subject? 

. These and, s~milar questions which one is led on. to from the 
s'tudY of epic and! the' 'sociology or literature more generally, rare 
scarcely easy ones to answer and 'certainly not amenable toe.asy 
agreement. But they are .surely orieson which anthropologists 
havC3. something to say, even if they have to search their hearts ... 
and their subject ;,. first.' 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Ruth Finnegan' 

, • t'!otes 

The controversy about the d{stinctio~ between "social anthro
pology" ~nd "sociologyH is ,.toolengthYto discuss here ,bu't 
let me just sny briefly thClt I myself consider there is no 
essential distinction in principle {n terms of subjedtm~tter, 
a.im or method. ~npract.ice, admittedly" d\l;e to a series of 
historical Clccidents, they have. developed 'and oecome insti
tutional,:j..sed as 'separate' subjects, but 1) this ~.~ merely Icon
tingent, not a difference of essence ,and?)thtsgap in 
practice is,' it). someqirclesat least ,peingincreas ingly 
closed~ . Thereare.oic6urse certa~n 4ifferehcesin o~tlook 

'between many who' call themselves ',I.;iociolo$ists" 'and "social' 
anthropologists" respectiv~ly, but these a:re not all in one 
dtrection,or necess~rily greater t~an intern~l differerices 
within these 9atego~ies •. 
-' . In thi~ papel:' Ithere,fore 11s,e. the terms "sociologists" 
and l,Ic;lnthropologists" merely to refer to tho~e, academics who 
tend, to refer toth,emselves ,by the.lle lapels and am n'ot making 

. judgements, abcut the validity of such a , distihc tion~ The, . 
term "sociology",' on the other h,and, ,r' alrl.using in the wide 
sense. which involves "sociolop.;ists" and' '''anthropologists'' .. 
(as in the phrase "socio'logy of 'religion'" for instance) • 

. My work is. still at a very-preliminary stnge, and I hope to go 
more deeplyund comparatively into a numberofq~estions raised 
here in,the future" .. 
The treatment of the various a~proi:l.9hes within a ~ho~tpaper 

,must. necesE;arilybe over-simplified an:d confined to brolid 
tren<;ls.The interested reader is referred t,ci the vario'ul3 
wo'rks cite,d, in the bibliography •. ' 
For Max MUller, thif3 neglect should bemitigo.ted by 'Crick's 

. " .,' 

work (see Crick 1972). . . " .' . . 
'. A list isscarcEl.ly necessary to lllustrat'e this ,but some" 

examples> are J\.rderl,er197lb, Finnegan1969, nnd many of the. 
papers i'npast nu,mbers· of this j our-nal •. 
An idea eariierd{scussedby w.P. K~r, butde~e16ped and 
made famous' by Chadwick. . ., .. 



7. 

8. 

,This possibility is well discussed by Goody (1971) who shows 
the ~ of correla'tion between co'neti tution of society and 

'. certain aspects of LoDagaa and Gonja literature, and il.lu:s ... 
trates the inapplicability of at least one kind of functionalist 
analysis of t~is literature. , 
There is no space'for full references on this, b,ut detailed 
discussion ['nd biblio,q;raphycan be found in watts .1969. 
Little or no work on tbese line's has been 'done on the Nibe
lungenlied(which nowadays tend.s to be regarded asa m~ 
more "literary" work, albeit one with oral antecedents). 
But a summary of relevant work on me'diaeva1 French and Ger-
man literature can be found in Curschmann 1967. . 
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